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Terrorism … What actually it is?
Terrorism actually comes from the Latin Word “Fear”.
“The Unlawful Use of Force Against Persons or Property to Intimidate or Coerce a
Government, the Civilian Population, or Segment Thereof, in the Furtherance of
Political or Social Objectives.”
Terrorism in short words…..
• It is an unlawful act of violence.
•

Intimidates governments or societies.

•

Goal is to achieve political, religious or ideological objectives.

•

Warfare seeks to conquer territories and capture cities.

•

Terrorism seeks to hurt a few people and to scare a lot of people in order to make a
point.

•

Putting the horror in the minds of the audience, and not necessarily on the screen.

So Terrorism is …….
•
•
•

Terrorism is an ancient tactic.
Terrorism is a mode of communication.
Terrorism is a special type of violence and Asymmetrical warfare.

•

Terrorism is used in times of peace, conflicts and war.

•
•

Terrorism is designed to make a point, through psychological means, fear.
Terrorism is a political act.

Causes of terrorism:
These acts motivates the Terrorism to do two things:
1. Social and political injustice.
2. They believe that by force they can change anything and get the result they want.
So these are the basic elements of terrorism.

Causes:
Political Causes:
1. Non Democratic setup:

Pakistan ruled by the military for half of its 66 years of life, has steps toward
democratic but the process far from complete.
2. Improper Government setup:
The government is totally failed to establish peace and law in country.
3. Absence of law and failure:
If you see in government sector lack of law and failure of so called good
governors.
External Causes:
1. Afghan War 1979:
The soviet-war part of the war in Afghanistan and cold war ‘Mujahedeen’
fighter in the kunar the province of Afghanistan in1987.
2. Iranian Revolution:
It is also known as ‘Islamic Revolution which changed the history of Persia.
Socio-Economic Causes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Injustice
Social and Economic injustice
Illiteracy
Poverty and unemployment

Religious Causes:
1. Role of Madrasahs:
Some cities has complained that may madrasahs offer almost no
instruction beyond the memorizing of the QURAN and that analysis of the profiles of
suicide bombers who have struck at least one region of Pakistan have found most
attended madrasahs.
2. Religious intolerance

Effects of Terrorism on Economy
•
•

•

Rise in Cost of Production:
Due to the massive attacks of terrorism our production fallen down.
Fall in the business confidence:
Due to the terrorist attacks the feared of death and losses the confidence
of business.
Product innovation fall:
When there is no production and business therefore there will be no

new
•

•

products.
Government of non-production area:
Government spending so much time in non-production area and not
concentrating of the productivity area.
Out sourcing of business:

Multinational companies are not willing to invest their money in
Pakistan.

Isn’t it a Terrorism?
Israel Attacked on Gaza as Israel is attacking on Gaza since 1967 but in last seven years Israel
attacked so hardly on Gaza. In 2008-2009 they have killed 225-350 people. They have killed
many people in Gaza including children and pregnant women. Israel had not pity on Gaza ,
they just show their power on Gaza. That was the news of 2008 and 2009 but in 2015 Israel
attacked on Gaza and spread the news in the world that they are killing the terrorists but
actually they behaved just like a terrorist group.
As Israel claimed that it was targeting the terrorists but its first victim was a ten years
old child in the Gaza who was playing the yard of Mosque close to his home. That’s Ibrahim
Dawawsa who was killed in that attack and his two friends also injured when a missile ended
his life. United Nations reports about killing in Gaza by Israel In that ceasefire the Israel killed
448 children and injured 2502 (According to United Nations estimates) . The U.N says that
seven in ten Palestinian killed in Gaza were civilians. So that Israel killed the 70 percent of
civilians in their attacks. In another report the U.N also reports that the many pregnant
women have been killed in those attacks. (Is it because they are unborn terrorists ?)
These are not too much from Israel. In last month they have shot a farmer while he
was operating a combine harvester. His combine harvester broken down and he was trying to
replace some of its parts when an Israeli soldier shot fired on his hand. This is because he was
near to Israel’s boundary. After this he just said that ‘I am really wondering that why this
happened?’ Israel not just attacked on Gaza they also kidnapped the children.
Israeli soldier kidnapped two children from west bank after this they kidnapped
fifteen Palestinian from west bank and then also kidnapped twelve Palestinian from west
bank. They did not attack on Gaza for killing terrorists but they attacked to just show their
power to whole world. They are just the enemy of Islam. And they don’t like Muslims
therefore they are attacking on Gaza. But in my view what the hell was done the United
Nations. They just showed us reports that how many people were killed in that attacks. They
did not warn Israel to stop those attacks

Two Faces:
In this world, everything has two faces
Right or wrong, real or fake, truth or lie. The image of terrorism shown to the whole world is
just the one face of this picture.
Muslims are not responsible for terrorism, Specially Islam. In-fact Islam is the most infected
religion by terrorism. Millions of Muslims had lost their lives due to terror attacks.

Islam is the religions which says “Killing of one innocent person means killing of whole
Humanity” and it strongly condemns any kind of terror activity.

Charlie Hebdo:
Let me just quote the example of Charlie Hebdo, he is the one who sketched the drawings of
(S.A.W) and tried to make fun of Muslims belief. Due to this cause ha was killed and almost 7
lac people were on roads of the Paris for protest.
They called this terrorism and blamed Islam for this act. But now a days, no one is saying
anything about the killing of innocent Berman Muslims.

UNO (Human Rights):
An organization called United Nations Organization pretends to be the champions of
protecting human rights. But did they ever talked about the rights of Muslims of Kashmir,
Palestine, India and now the Muslims of Burma.
Isn’t it the terrorism?
In Kashmir, almost 44,000+ Kashmiris have been killed by Indian army.
Recently Israel killed 1000+ civilians in Palestine
Thousands of Muslims have been killed by Hindus in India
Thousands of Muslims have been killed in Burma by Buddhist Monks

Propaganda:
This all is just the propaganda to spread hatred against Islam to regret the dignity of
Muslims. The whole world is doing this because they knows that Islam is the most spreading
and true religion in this world and they are afraid of it. There are 1.23 Billion adherents of
Islam up to now and they are increasing at very fast pace.

